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A Pali Reference to

Brahmana-Caranas*

The Digha Nikaya of the Sutta Piuka contains some of the oldest

dialogues of the Pali Canon, and, of these, the Tevijja Suita (No. 13)

belongs to the earliest group. Thus Mrs. Rhys Davids says: ‘the Tevijja

has for me a core of very old teaching, for it shows ^kyan and
Brahman seeking salvation under the figure of a Way or Path

(marga)’.* Prof. T.W. Rhys Davids, citing the opinion of Biihler,

expressed the belief that the Pali Nikayas, of which the Digha is

admittedly the earliest collection ‘arc good evidence, certainly for

the fifth, probably for the sixth, century b.c. . . . And it is this which

gives to all they tell us, either directly or by implication, of the social,

political and religious life ofIndia, sogreat a value.*^ Arareful analysis

of the contents of the Tevijja Sutta not only confirms the above view

but also makes it highly probable that the early Pali Nikayas reflect

religious and social conditions prevailing in India before the actual

end ofthe Brahmana literary period when the Upanisadshad not yet

assumed the character of independent texts.

This historically important Sutu commences with a reference to

the sojourn of several distinguished Brahmana leadeis with their

pupils at the brahmana centre of Manasakaia in Kosala. The com-

mentator Buddhaghosa adds that Manasakaui was a pleasant retreat

to which at various times influential brahmanas resorted to spend

their time in reciting and studying the Vedic mantras {manta-

sajjhaya-karanatihaTn).^ Among siuh Brahmana leaders arc men-

tioned Cahkf, Tarukkha, Pokkharasadi,Jariussoni and Todeyya. It is

significant that at leastone ofthese names could be traced in the later

Brahmana literature, namely, Tarukkha, which, at least phoneti-

*Adyar Library Bulletin, Vol. 20. Pis. 5 & 4, 1956.
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cally, is no other than Taruk^ found as the name ofa teacher in the

AitareyaAranyaka (III. 1.6) and the ^nkhayanaAranyaka (VII. 19).^

The episode begins with a discussion between twoyoung biidimanas,

V^ttha, pupil ofPokkharasadi, and Bharadv^a, pupil ofTarukkha,

regarding the true way to union with Brahma {ayam eva ujumaggo

ayam ahjasayano niyyaniko niyyati takkarassa brahma-sahavyataya, §

5). Being unable to setde the dispute {viggaha, vivada, § 8) among
themselves, they approach the Buddha who Himself was staying at

Manasakata to ask Him for his opinion. The Buddha enquires as to

the precise pointabout which there is difference ofopinion between

them and V^ttha replies:

Maggamagge bho Gotama. Kiheapi bho Gotama brahmana
nanamagge pahhapenti—Addhariya brahmana, Tittiriya

brahmana, Chandoka brahmana, Chandava^ brahmana,

Bhavymjjh^brahmana—athakhosabbaniUminiyy^ikaniniyyanti

takkarassa Brahma-sahavyataya?Seyyathapibho Gotamagamassa

va nigamassa vaavidure bahunicepinanamaggani bhavanti, atha

kho sabbani tanigama-samosaranani bhavanti evam eva kho bho
Gotama kiheapi brahmana nanamagge pahhapenti—Addhariya

brahmana . . . Brahma-sahavyatayati? (§ 10)

This passage may be translated literally as follows: 'Concerning

the (real) path and the fal^ path, venerable Gotama. Although,

venerable Gotama, the brahmanas declare various paths—(that is to

say) the Addhariya brahmanas, the Tittiriya . . . Chan-

doka . . . Chandava . . . theBavharij0h)abraA/7iana5yetdoallthose

[tani, neuter] saving paths, do they lead to the Brahma<ompanion-

ship ofthe pursuer thereof ?Just as venerable Gotama, near a village

or a hamlet there are many and various paths, yet they all meet

together in the village—just in thatway all the various paths declared

byvarious brahmanas,—theAddhariya brahmanasetc . .—do theylead

to the Brahma-’ companionship of the pursuer thcreoP’

This, passage, itwill be admitted, is importantboth for its language

and for its subject matter. In the first place, the neuter plural tani

referring to the various 'paths’ to Brahma<ompanionship is a curi-

ous anomaly if its antecedent is to be regarded as nanamagge which

has the accusative plural ending (-e) ofthe masculine declension , for

this noun (magga) is never found in the neuter gender either in Pali

or in Sanskrit. Buddhagho^ has noticed this irregular employment
ofthe neuter plural in sabbani tanireferring to magge but dismisses
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it with the curt remark that it is a case of gender change (linga-

vipall^)} Prof. Rhys Davids surprisingly ignores sabbani tani but

commenting on the following nanamagg^i says that the latter is

‘noteworthy as a curious change of gender’ But the neuter plural

used in nsmamaggani is obviously due to the influence of the

preceding sabbani tani niyyanikani, and the real problem, as the Pali

commentator has appreciated, is to explain the change ofgender in

sabbani tani. Now, change ofgender is not an unusual phenomenon
in Pali.As Geiger has pointed out,’® the sense forgrammatical gender
has already become hazy in Pali, and due to ‘syntactical irregulari-

ties’ masculine and feminine substantives sometimes show neuter

inflexional forms and vice versa. However, this kind of gender

change is without exception confined to substantives only, and not

a single case of an irregular change of gender of a pronoun can be

adduced from the literature. Moreover, the subject of niyyanti can

only be tani for niyyanikani never appears in Pali as a substantive but

is always an adjective.” Hence, it cannot be argued that tani is due

to the influence of niyyanikani. These considerations rule out the

possibilityofany syntactical irregularity being the cause ofthe gender

change in tani.

What, then, could have contributed to this surprising anomaly ot

gender? It may be pointed out here that in Pali as in the Prakrits,

idiom and synutx arc to a considerable extent governed by popular

psychological factors which hardly find a place in a strictly codified

system ofgrammar as that of classical Sanskrit. Instances ofmorpho-

logical, phonological and syntactical irregularities can be adduced

from tliesc dialects, whic^ are in the main due to reasons of ‘popular

psychology’. It is obvious that in the above paragraph, the parentheti-

cal clause beginning with Addhariya is not a negligible factor and

could have had some semantic influence on the rest of the sentence.

An examination of the meaning of these terms appear tojustify such

a .surmise.

Thelcim Addhariya isderivedfrom adhvaiya— thedenominative

verbal base from adhvara, sacrifice, from which the usual Vedic

derivative is adhvaryu^^ and has doubtless the same meaning, i.e.

‘follower of the Yajurvcda\ Tittiriya { Tittiri-hya) is beyond doubt a

parallel form of Taittiriya,‘followers of a .school of the Black Yajur-

veda,^^ Chandoka represents the Vedic Chandogah (hymn-sing-

ing),*^ denoting ‘the followers of the Samaveda\ with the phonetic

confusion of tr e latter part -ga (from the root gat) with the frequent
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suffix ‘ka. The next term Chandava which occurs in the msyority of

manuscripts, although it isdropped, probably for its obscurity, in one

Sinhalese and one Burmese manuscript presents a more difficult

problem. Ifany word in the Brahmanicnomenclaiure ofthe relevant

period can be considered to be the original form of this obviously

corrupt term, there is no doubt that Candrayanah found among the

Pravara-gotra names, as will be shown below, appears to be the most

plausible. This, however, should in the normal course of phonetic

development become in Pali Candana^ by the well-known contrac-

tion of -aya -to The aspirated ch in the Pali chandava can be

accounted for as being due to the influence of the aspirate ch in the

initial syllable of the immediately preceding Chandoka, The only

real difficulty in this identification is the substitution of the sound

-i«- in the last syllable for the original -n-. In view ofthe rather frequent

confusion ofsonantal sounds (y, v, r, 4 m, n) in Pali and Prakrit,*^and

the fact that the term in question is an obscure proper name bor-

rowed from the learned Brahmanic vocabulary and incorporated

into the popular dialect and thusmore liable to phonetic corruption,

the suggested etymology may not be wholly unjustifiable. The last

term appears in four variant readings listed in the Pali Text Society

edition of the text. For its own reading it selects the form Brahma-

cariya. The Burmese manuscripts show three different forms:

Bhavyarijjha, Bavhadijaand Cavhadija, Prof. Rhys Davids has adopted

tlic reading Bav7iar//a^ and^as also identified it correctly with the

Vedic Bahvreah, the name traditionally accorded to the followers of

the Rgveda.

From the foregoing discussion of the names ofBrahmanas occur-

ring in the Pali parenthetical passage the important factemerges that

the authorwas presumably referring to various schools ofBrahmanas

holding different views as to the path of union with Brahma. To
regard these names as merely indicating the classes of priests**

divided according to their functions in the sacrificial ritual would be

to miss the author’s point altogether. If thal were the intention the

three names—Bavharija, Addhariya and Chandoka would have cer-

tainly sufficed, and Tittiriya, and C(h)andava would not have been

added, because there were no officiant priests by those names.

Moreover, the specific terms hotf and udgatr in their corresponding

Pali forms should have been preferred. But the author’s idea was to

indicate that these five schools held different (nana) views regarding

the way to union with Brahma. The history ofVedic literature shows
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that such schools of ancient Brahmanas did exist holding dilTerent

views in such matters. In factwe read in an ancient text, the Aitareya

Aranyaka (IIL2.3) [= Sankhayana Aranyaka (VIII.4)], ‘That same
[Self] the Bahvreas formulate in the great Uktha, the Adhvaiyus in

the Fire, the Chandogas in the Mahavrata rite. They see him in this

earth, in heaven, in the air, in the ether, in the waters, in plants, in

trees, in the moon, in the constellations: in all beings. Him they call

the Brahman.’*® It is well known that the excgctical works of the

followers of these three Vedas, namely, the collections known as the

Brahmana texts, contain both commandments (vidhf) and explana-

tions (arthavada). As Sa^'ana points out in his introduction to the

Rgveda-bhai^at ‘The commandments are of two kinds, cither caus-

ing something to be done which was not done before, or making
something known which was not known belbre ... Of the latter kind

are all philosophical passages, such as, “Selfwas all this alone in the

beginning.” This shows that from very earl\ times the Vcdic

schools in which these explanations and speculations were devel-

oped had differences not only in their separate interpretations of

strictly ritual matters, but also in their speculative beliefs regarding

the method of attaining the Goal. Past investigations, especially the

researches ofMax Muller, have established beyond doubt thatsuch

schools or communities had grown up among the Brahmanas of

Vedic India long before the composition of the Brahmana texts. In

fact, with cogent reasoning Max Muller has postulated the existence,

during the centuries ofthe development ofVedic literature, ofthree

classes of such communities or ‘ideal successions of teachers and

pupils who learn and t. ich a certain branch ol the Veda,’‘^** which

traditionally came to be known as caranas. In his opinion, the name

catana should be reserved for ‘those ideal successions or fellowships

to which all belonged who read • he same sakha or recension of the

Veda’.*^

First of all, argues this authority, arose the Samhita<aranas or

those which originated with the texts ofthe Samhit^, secondly, those

which originated with the texts of the Brahmanas, which he calls the

Brahmana<aranas; and, thirdly, those which originated with the

5i}fra5 called the Sulra-caranas.'^^ He points out further that the first

carana to grow up must have been that of the Bahvreas or followers

ofthe Rgveda Sarphita, as there is no evidence of the existence at the

period of the compilation of that Sarphita of caranas or sakh^ of

theAdhvaryusand the Chandogas, followers ofthe Yajurvedaand the
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Samavcda respectively. ‘When the growth of a more complicated

ceremonial led to the establishment of three or four classes of

priests . . . there must have been a floating stock ofbr^manas dicta

thcologica, peculiar to each class of priests’.**^ It was the adoption of

a Brahmana text by each community that led to the second class, the

Brahmana-caranas, There was originallyonlyone bodyofBrahmanas
for each of the three Vedas; for the Rgveda the Brahmanas of the

Bahvreas, for the Samaveda the Brahmanas of the Chandogas, and
for the Yajuiveda in its two forms the Brahmanas of the Taittiriyas,

and the more ancient elements ofwhat later became the ^tapatha

Brahmana}^ The earliest Brahmana text to be put together was

naturally that of the Bahvreas,*’ and the Apastamba Srauta Sutra,

which is not later than 250-300 B.c„ cites a Bahvrea Brahmana nine

times.2* This must have been followed soon after by the compilation

of the Brahmanas of the Adhvaryus and the Chandogas, a state of

affairs reflected in a passage in the KausitakiBrahmana (V. 1 1 ) which

lists tlicse three schools.

There is evidence that the Adhvaiyus developed several schools,

the earliest of which was known as the Carakas; the Taittiriyas

togetlier with the Kathas were but two original sections ofihesc.^®The
^tapatha Brahmanaofthe White Yajurvedah only the ‘sacr^^d code

ofa new Carana\ which according to tradition, broke away from the

Taittiriya school of the Adhvaryus as the result of ‘a schism intro-

duced by Yajhavalkya Vajasan^’.*® Hence, Keith remarks that the

Brahmana portion of the Taittiriya Samhita must be reckoned

among the older Brahmana texts, earlier than the Satapatha

Brahmana,^^ and is to be dated about 600 b.c.** The omission of the

name of this new school in the Pali list is, therefore, not without

considerable significance for the relative chronology of the early

Buddhistcanon and the period ofthe composition ofthe Brahmana
texts, as we shall see below. A Brahmana of the Chandogas which

included Chandogya IJpanisadh referred to in the Katyayana Srauta

Sutra (XXII), the Parasara-smrti (1.38/39.4.28) and by Panini

(IV.3.129). Thus it becomes clear that the Pali passage refers to the

followers of the oWerschools or caranas that were distinguished by

their separate Brahmana texts and are, therefore, designated

Brahmana-caranas by Max Muller. The only doubt is about the

C(h)andava who, as suggested above,mayrepresentthe Candiayanas.
Although there is no evidence of a Vedic school so named, the

Pravara lists do make mention of Brahmanas with that designation.
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both as an upa-ganaotthe Bhrgusand ofthe Kevala-Ahgirasas.” This
occurrence may be paralleled by the fact that even the Chandogas
appear in the Pravara lists as Chandogeyas.’^ It is quite possible,

therefore, that there was an older Brahmana<arana by the name of

Candrayanah which disappeared a§ such by the time of the conclu-

sion ofthe Brahmanapehod^^ Probably the reference is to a ‘school’

that practised the Candrayana ritual fast regulated by the observa-

tion of the course of the moon as referred to also in the Tandya
Brahmana (XVII.13.17). The Pali passage may have included these

inasmuch as the followers ofsuch a rite must have regarded it too as

a path to union with Brahma.

The general conclusion cannot thus be avoided that the Pali

passage in citing lliese nameswas referring to doctrines held by these

various schools of Brahmanas. The ‘collective Brahmanas^^ of the

earlier caranas, as has been indicated above, must have been partly

records of such doctrines or dicta theologica which arc generally

referred to in Vcdic literature by the neuter plural brahmanani In

analyzing the linguistic peculiarities of the Pali passages it was

suggested that the ‘irregular’ neuter plural in the pronoun tani

could have been the result of a psychological factor. If it is now
suggested that the author had at the back ofhis mind the idea ofthe

several conflicting theological doctrines, brahmanani, ofthe various

brahmana schools, cited in the Pali parenthetical clause and called

Brahmana-caranas by Max Muller, then itwould be easy tojustify the

use of the neuter plural lani as a case of unconscious psychological

influence on syntax. Such a phenomenon is not infrequently met

with in the syntax ofpopular dialects such as Pali. This interpretation

receives definite confirmation from the traditional use of the mascu-

line plural for tlie names of the followers of the older (Brahmana)

caranasio indicate their respective worksor doctrines. In fact, asMax
Muller has clearly shown,’’ Panini rests his opinion as to the old and

the new Brahmanason precisely this usage. ‘A book’, he says, ‘com-

posed by a certain authormay be called by an adjective derived by the

author’s name.’**Abook composed, for instance, byVararuci maybe

called vararucogranthah. If, however, the supposed author was only

the promulgator ofa traditional bt^dy ofknowledge and not respon-

sible for its actual composition, it should not be called his grantha,

but should bear its own tide such as vyakaranam together with an

adjective derived from his name.** 'Ihus P^ini’s own work may be

called Panintyam vyakaranam. Or, it may be alternatively called
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P^iniyam in the neuter singular.*^ ‘But, if the work referred to’,

insists Panini, ‘consists either of Vedic hymns (chandas), or of old

Brahmanas {puiima-proktesu brahmanesu), then it is not correct to

use theirderived adjectives in the singular (unlessweemploysecond-
ary derivatives, such as Taittiriyakam, Kathakam), but it is necessary

to use the masculineplural.* Itwould, therefore, not be correct to use

Taittiriyam (from Tittiri) or Taittiriyam brahmanam, in the sense of

an ancient Brahmana promulgated by Tittiri. According to Panini

wc must speak of‘the Taittiriyas’ meaning ‘those who study and know
the Brahmana promulgated by Tittiri’.'** Max Mtiller points out that

such an idiomatic plural was only to be expected ‘as in those old times

literary works did not exist in writing, but were handed down by oral

tradition in different communities, which represented, so to say,

different works, or even different recensions of one and the same
work, like so many manuscripts in later times. It was much more
natural, therefore, to say the ‘Taittiriyas relate* than to speak of a

Taittiriyam a work proclaimed by Tittiri, who was perhaps a merely

nominal ancestor ofthe Taittiriyas, or to refer to a Taittiriya grantha,

i.c. Tittiri’s book, which in reality never existed’."*^ It is of extreme

significance in this connection to observe that Panini further lays

down that it would be wrong to speak of the \^jhavalkyas in fhc same

sense as we speak of the Taittiriyas, and the works promulgated by

Yajhavalkya, although they arc Brahmanas, are to be called

YSjhavalkyanibrahmanani.^^ ^tyayana adds: ‘because they are oftoo

recentan origin; that is to say, they are almost contemporaneous with

ourselves*. ‘Here then, we sec’, says Max Muller, ‘that as early as

Panini and Katyayana a distinction was made, not only by learned

men, but in common language, between old and modern
Brahmanas’.^*

The above discussion of the evidence from Panini show, firstly,

that the use ofthe plural masculine forms Addhariya brahmana, etc.,

in the Pali indicates that the author was referring thereby to the

doctrines or utterances of tlie promulgators ot ancient Brahmanas,

that is to say, their brahmanani; and secondly, the omission of any

reference to \%)navalkyas or Vajasaneyins (Pali *Yannavakka,

*Vajasancya) is quite in keeping with the chronological position of

the ^tapatha Brahmana. For, if Panini in the fourth century

and even his successor Katyayana, could characterize the Brahmanas
of the Yajhavalkyas as contemporaneous with themselves, obviously

then the authorofthe TevijjaSutta, probablyin the fifth, oraccording
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to the lowest estimate fourth century B.C., omitted that carana either

because he preceded it in time or because he was prompted by the

same reason as Panini to regard it as a modern school that did not

count among the ancient Brahmanacaranas. The obvious conclu-

sions that results in regard to the relative chronology ofthe early Pali

Suttas and the Brahmana texts, namely, that at least the older Suttas

ofthe DfghaNikaya were composed before theend ofthe Brahmana
period when the Upanisads had not yet come to be regarded as

independent texts, is supported by the general observation that no
specific reference is made to the Upanisads either as texts or doc-

trines anywhere in the Pali Nikayas,
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